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On Perron's Method for the Semi-Linear Hyperbolic
System of Partial Differential Equations in Two
Independent Variables
By Mitio NAGUMO and Yukio ANASAKO

We use the notation dxu for —, d%yu for o-g-,

anci

write u for uly u2
1

— > uk, f(x, y, u) for f ( χ , y,ul9u2, , uk). f(x, y) is said to be of C class
in a region D if f(x, y) and all its first partial derivatives are continuous
in D. In this note we shall consider the system of partial differential
equations
(1)

3,w, = \g(x, y)dyut +ft(x, y, u) (/ = 1, 2, - , k)

where variables and functions are all real valued.
0. Perron15 had discussed the Cauchy problem for the system of
equations (1) under the condition that λ,,^ , dy\f, dyfi9 dUu.fi9 ^Λ.
9 * l U v f i ( ί , μ>> v = 1, ••• , k) exist and are continuous in some region respectively.
The purpose of this note is to give such an elementary proof for
the existence of solution of (1) as by Perron but under weaker assumption. We assume only the continuity of the first derivatives of λf , /,
except for θ^λ,-, dxfg while the proof goes merely by a modification of
Perron's method.
Recently A. Douglis2) proved the existence of the solution of equations
ot much more general type where is assumed only the continuity of
the first derivatives of the functions in the form of equations. Our
result is only a special case of Douglis' theorem, but it may be not
insignificant to give an essentially simpler proof for this case.
1. As in Perron's theorem the proof of our theorem is also based on
the following
1) " Uber Existenz und Nichtexistenz von Integralen partieller Differentialgleichungssysteme
in reellen Gebieten ". Math. Zeit. 27 549-564 (1928).
2) "Some existence theorems for hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations in
two independent variables". Commun. on Pure & Appl. Math. 5 (1952), 119-154. See also:
K. O. Friedrichs : "Nonlinear hyperbolic differential equations for functions of two independent
variables". Amer. Jour, of Math. 70 (1948), 558-589.
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Lemma: Let \(x, y), f(x,y}y ^y\(xy y), *dyf(xyy)
BG:

be continuous in

0<x^a, \y\+Kx<b

and suppose

where a, b, K, L are positive constants and g(x), h(x) are integrable in
0<Lx<La. Let φ(y) be of class C1 in \y\<^b.
Then there exists one and only one function u(xy y) such that
( i ) u(x, y) is of class C1 in BQ and u = u(x, y) is a solution of the equation
σxu = \(x,y)dyu+f(x,y)
in B0
(ii) u(Q,y) = φ(y) for \y\^b.
(iii)

\u(x,y)-Φ(x,y)
I dyu(x, y)-dyΦ(x, y) \ <^eL*

Jo

h(ξ)dξ

where Φ(Λ:, y) is the solution of dxΦ=\(χ, y)^yΦ with the initial condition
The proof remains essentially the same as in Perron's work4).
2. Our object is to prove
Theorem 1. Let φt(y) be of class C1 in \y\<Lb, and Φf(x9y) be the
solution of dxΦ = \.(x,y)'dyΦ such that Φ^O, y) = φi(y). Let \(x,y) and
f i ( x 9 y , u) (/=!, ••• , k) be continuous in
B,:

and
Q<x<a, \y\+Kx^b, \u{-

respectively, and
\\i(x,y) ^K, \fi(x,y, u)\<M,
where a, by c, K and M are positive constants.
Let dy\i(xyy), d y f i ( χ y y y u), d U j f i ( x , y , u) (i, ; = 1, ••• , k) exist and be continuous in B0, Bly B1 respectively.
Then there exists exactly one set of functions u{(xyy) (ι=l, ••• , k) such
that
( i ) Ufa, y) is of class C1 in
B0':
3)
4)

0<x<l, \y\+K^b where l = Mm(a,

Φ(x,y) is of class C1 in BQ, the existence of Φ(xt y) is also clear.
ibid. (1)

).
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And
\ui(x,y}-Φi(xyy)\<c.
(ii) Uf = Uf(x9y) is a solution of the system of differential
(1)

(iii)

3 A = \(x, yϊdyUi +fi(x, y,u)

(i = 1,

equations
, k).

«ί(0,y) = 9>lθ) /or \y\<b.

3. We prove the theorem by method of successive approximations.
Set uit0 = Φj(x,y) (/ = , . . . , £ ) and define uiιn+ί(x,y) by the recursion's
formula
(2 )

3*«, .«+ι = λ,.(Λ:, y)3yUitn+1 +/,-(#, y, *O

with «l .fi+1(0,^) = ^lO) (ί = l, •••,&)•
f,«+ι(^> ^) exist for all n and are of class Cl\_BJ~\. This is proved by
Lemma using the inequality
w

(3)

\ui>n+1(x,y)-Φi(x,y)\ ^Mx<c

(ί = , 1, - , *).

x

There exist constants L and M such that l^λ I^L, la^Φ.-I^M' in BQ9
\3yfi\^M', \^u3fi\<M^ in B, for all 1,7. We shall prove
(4)

^w/.Λ*, ^)-3^f(Jf, y) I ^ (Mx + ^M/2)^o^

in βx for all w, ί

where
μ, = (l+kM')eLa (>0).

(5)

Evidently (4) holds for « = 0. If (4) is true for some n then
/X^, y, un(x, y))\ = \ dyfg +Σ

dujffdyΦj

Hence by Lemma and (5)

then (4) holds for all n.
Thus there exists a constant G such that
(6)

\dyUi.nl <G

in £0 for all n and /.

4. Next we shall prove that the sequence {«,-,„} converges uniformly
for any ί. There hold next equations
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| duj fi\ <LMr

Then from

\jί\χ* 7 •/y*7 M'i*i/~~~'Ti\x*
*^~ RJ.VJ. 6rΌ~*
m/
j i \ 7 y*
s ) w*i}
n> ι =
ij i\

where

in

w/tnt~,~~~unt,

i

in .

||[ um-un ||| = Max\e-roχ{uitm(x, y)-ui>n(x, y)}

and μG is defined by (5).

Then we get from Lemma

,

, ^kM'

I ^i,tn+i~~Ui,n+l\

...

Thus

(7)

lll^+1-^+1

Set

α = lim sup 1. u. b. ||| um—mn |||.
Then

O^Λ^2c<+cχD, and from (7)
<*<;

Hence

α, where

α = 0, namely

Consequently

|| um—un \\ (<^e^α ||| um — un ]||) ->0

where

as m, n -

11 um—un II =

ί e. {ui>n} converges uniformly in B0'. We set then
(8)

lim U ^ — Ui
n-+oo

(uniformly)

(/ = 1, ••• , k).

5. Now we shall prove the uniform convergence of {dyuίt n(x, y)} .
Since dyfi9 dujff are continuous in B1 and {un} converges uniformly in BQ'y
for arbitrary £^>0 there exists N(B) such that for myn
(9)
Now set

,
^

m
,. . Λ
,, .
y
/ 7
^
(ι,j=l,..
, A ) in DSo
.
X^, :V, w J -3«j/;.(ΛΓ, y, «„) I < 8

Hitm>n(x, y) =ff(x, y, um(x,y)) -f{(x, y, un(x, y)) ,

then from (9) and (6)
I dyHi>tn>n \^\dy ft(x, y, uj - d y f f ( x , y, un) \
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I a^MM-aj,wB III et ,* .
Hence we get from Lemma for m,n'^N(€) as dy(ui,m+1 — ui.n+1)
X 3J,(M, .m + ι-W, ,»+
O

10

I ^ j α J c ( l -h#G)

l 9 >W«+ι- 9 A«+ιl<^ |{

fCiKl

111 /-N

^+
fa

o

\\\dyMm-dyUn
PQ

then
(10)

\\\dyui>m+1-dyui>n_

Now we set

^ = lim sup l.ji.^b. ||| dyum-dyuH \\\.
Then 0^:/3<;2G<oo, and from (10) β <^S(l + kG)eLaμol + kM'eLaβμόl or

As O^Mf^V^1^! from (5) and 6>0 is arbitrarily small we have
£ = 0.

i. d. \\\dyum-dyun\\\-*0

as m,n-*oo.

The uniform convergence of {dyuiιn} in U/ is thus proved. Hence we
have from (8)
(11)

'dyUi,n-^'dyui

(uniformly)

(/ — !,•••,&).

From (2), (8) and (11) we obtain
(12)

dxui>n - 3Λ (uniformly)

(ί = 1, - - - , *) ,

and from (2), (8), (11) and (12)
ΘΛ = \(x, y)dyui +fi(x, y,u)

(i = 1,

, k) .

The existence of a desired system of solutions for ( 1 ) is thus proved.
As the proof of the uniquness of the system of solutions is easy, we
shall omit it.
6. From Theorem 1 immediately follows next
Theorem 2 : Let λ/7(#, y) be of class C2 (except that 'dlx\j(x, V) need
not exist) in

BQ:
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where ay b are positive constants.
Let the characteristic equation :

^22

Γ

X23

have real distinct roots and let these roots Fg(x,y) (/ = !,•••,£) satisfy
1

Let ψi(y] be of class C in \y\<^b.
/
(except that dxfi need not exist) in
B,:

0^x<ay

\y\<b,

Let f i ( x y y , u )

\Ui-φi\^cy (ι = l, - ,*)

where c is a positive constant.
Then there exists exactly one system of functions u(x, y) such that
( i ) Ufa, v) is of class C1 in

B2:
where a' is a positive constant which is determined by \itj, φ£ and f.
And

\ Ui(xy y)-φi(xί y)\<c.

(ϋ)

ui=ui(x9y)

(iii)

ui(Q,y) = φi(y)

satisfies the system

in

\y\<b.

Proof : See Perron's work53.
(Received September, 29, 1955)
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1

be of class C

